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ABSTRACT 
Information can be shared between two or more parties by hiding secret message(s) 
under an image, this art is known as Steganography. This eases communication without 
been traced by anyone not associated with the message. It is hard or even impossible to 
know that there is anything embedded in the image. Rumours are already there that 
terrorist are using image steganography to hide secret plans between themselves, this 
prompted the urgency in detecting images that contain steganography so that this 
treacherous behaviour can be stopped. The counter technique is known as Steganalysis. 
RS analysis and sample pair analysis are the technique of Steganalysis used to compare 
the original image to the stego-images using a software to perform Steganalysis. The 
result of the researchindicated the usefulness steganalysis in detecting embedded 
information across networks. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Steganography, which is Greek for “covered 
writing”,is the art and science of sending a 
hidden message(s) under a cover image, 
thereby making it difficult to be seen or 
modify by any other party rather than the 
intended client involved (Channalli amd 
Jadhav, 2009). Hiding secret messages in 
digital images has been said to be the most 
widely used steganography format in today’s 
digital world (Dunbar, 2002). Kurak and 
McHugh (1992) are credited with earliest 
methods of digital Steganography, which 
resembles embedding into the four (4) least 
significant bits (LSBs). They examined image 
downgrading and contamination, which is 
known now as image-based Steganography. 
Hiding of information can be done in many 
ways in an image. Katzenbeisser and 

Petitcolas (2000) backs this by saying that for 
information to be hidden, straight message 
insertion may encode every bit of 
information in the image or instead it 
embeds the message in a “noisy” area that 
draws less attention, those areas where there 
is a great deal of natural colour variation. 
Provos and Honeyman (2003) discussed how 
Steganography, in contrast to similar 
disciples, requires a new paradigm based 
upon discontinuities and the absence of noise 
as a detection deterrent.Steganography can 
be used to hide a message intended for later 
retrieval by a specific individual or group. 
The other major area of steganography is 
copyright marking, where the message to be 
inserted is used to assert copyright over a 
document. This can be further divided into 
watermarking and fingerprinting.  

 

 
Poomima and Iswarya(2013) is of the view that both steganography and encryption are used to 
ensure data confidentiality.  
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However, the main difference between them 
is that with encryption anybody can see that 
both parties are communicating in secret. 
Steganography hides the existence of a 
secret message and in the best case nobody 
can see that both parties are communicating 
in secret. This makes steganography suitable 
for some task which encryption is not, such 
as copyright marking. Adding encrypted 
copyright information to a file could be easy 
to remove but embedding it within the 
contents of the file itself can prevent it being 
easily identified and removed (Anderson and 
Petitcolas, 1998). 
This paper created different stego-
imageshiding text under an image and hiding 
image under an image, using different format 
like hiding GIF image under JPEG etc.Two 
algorithms were used to hide these images 
and steganalysis of each of this stego-image, 
using RS analysis and sample pair analysis 
methods, were examined. 
Materials and Methods 
Steganography cannot be achieved without 
creating a stego-image. Stego-image isimage 
with embedded message.There are many 
different procedures and embedding methods 
that enable us to hide data in a given object. 
However, all of the protocols and techniques 

must satisfy a number of requirements so 
that steganography can be applied correctly 
(Wang and Wang 2004). 
The following are list of main requirements 
that steganography techniques must satisfy:  
a) The integrity of the hidden information 
after it has been embedded inside the stego 
object must be correct. 
b) The stego object must remain unchanged 
or almost unchanged to the naked eye.  
c) In watermarking, changes in the stego 
object must have no effect on the 
watermark.  
d) Finally, we always assume that the 
attacker knows that there is hidden 
information inside the stego object.  
This paper created sixty-six (66) stego-
images. Forty-seven (47) out of this images 
were created using Steganography Studio 
while the remaining using OpenStego. The 
researchers created diversified formats of 
images in different ways; meaning colour 
images with text in them, image in an image 
and lastly black and white images with text 
in them. In addition, different image formats 
were also use to create stego-images. Table I 
and II list comprehensive breakdown of text 
embedded in image and image embedded in 
image respectively. 

Table 1: Text embedded in image 
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Table 2: Image embedded in image 

 
The following image formats were used to 
create stego-images. 
i. Bitmap image 
The letters “BMP” stand for “bitmap”, a file 
format best suited for “line art”. Bitmap 
images are introduced by Microsoft to be a 
standard image file format between users of 
their Windows operating system. The file 
format is now supported across multiple file 
systems and operating systems, but is being 
used less and less often. A key reason for 
this is the large file size, resulting from poor 
compression and verbose file format. This 
is, however, an advantage for hiding data 
without raising suspicion. To understand 
how bitmap images can be used to conceal 
data, the file format must first be 
explained. A bitmap file can be broken into 
two main blocks, the header and the data. 
The header, which 

consists of 54 bytes, can be broken into two 
sub-blocks. These are identified as the 
Bitmap Header, and the Bitmap Information. 
Images which are less than 16bit have an 
additional sub-block within the header 
labelled the colour-pallet (Elgabar and 
Alamin, 2013). 

 
Figure 2 shows a grey scale cover image, 
which is used to create a stego-image after 
a text file is inserted inFigure 3. This cannot 
be noticed with the naked human eye but 
when statistical analysis is performed the 
presence of an embedded information is 
noticed as shown table 3. The algorithm 
used to embed the information is 
BattleSteg. 

 
Fig 2Cover image               Fig 3 Stego-image after a text file is inserted 
 
ii. Joint Photographic Expert Graphics 
Joint Photographic Expert Graphics is also 
abbreviated as JPEG. Johnson and Jajodia 
(1998) thought that steganography would not 
be possible to use with JPEG images, since 
they use lossy compression which results in 
parts of the image data being altered. One of 

the major characteristics of steganography is 
the fact that information is hidden in the 
redundant bits of an object and since 
redundant bits are left out when using JPEG, 
it was feared that the hidden message would 
be destroyed.  
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Even if one could somehow keep the message 
intact it would be difficult to embed the 
message without the changes being 
noticeable because of the harsh compression 
applied. However, properties of the 
compression algorithm have been exploited 
in order to develop a steganographic 
algorithm for JPEGs. 

Fig 4 Cover image Fig 5 Stego
iii. Portable Network Graphics
PNG image file is used as a container file. 
and simpler Graphics Interchange Format (
gray-scale, and RGB (millions of colo
compressed than a GIF file of the same image
support animation like GIF does. PNG is designed
such as the World Wide Web.
created figure 8 as a stego-image. This change cannot be notice with the normal human eye 
except with statistical analysis as shown in table 

 
Fig 6 Embedded file             Fig 7 Cover image

 

 Fig 8 Stego-image with an image inside
 
 STEGANALYSIS OF STEGO-IMAGE FILES
The study used Steganography Studio and 
OpenStego Software to compare the 
images to the original images. 
Sample pairs analysis are the
Studio software.In the sixty-six (66) images 
created during the study, it was observed
that the following image formats have the 
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Even if one could somehow keep the message 
intact it would be difficult to embed the 
message without the changes being 
noticeable because of the harsh compression 

properties of the 
compression algorithm have been exploited 
in order to develop a steganographic 

Figure 4 shows a cover image 
create Figure 5, which is a stego
a text file embedded inside it. Just 
previous example, noticeable
with our Human Visual System (HVS) but onl
from statistical analysis as
FilterFirst algorithm was used to embed the 
text file. 

 
Stego-image after a text file is inserted 

Portable Network Graphics (PNG) 
PNG image file is used as a container file. The PNG format was designed to replace the older 

Graphics Interchange Format (GIF) format. PNG supports for indexed colo
scale, and RGB (millions of colours). An image in a lossless PNG file can be 5%

compressed than a GIF file of the same image (Umamaheswari et al 2010)
support animation like GIF does. PNG is designed to work well in online view

 Fig 6 is a Gif file embedded in fig 7, which is 
image. This change cannot be notice with the normal human eye 

except with statistical analysis as shown in table 3.0. 

 

Fig 7 Cover image 

 
image with an image inside 

IMAGE FILES 
The study used Steganography Studio and 

compare the stego-
 RS analysis and 

are the Steganography 
six (66) images 
t was observed 

that the following image formats have the 

same results: GIF in BMP, GIF in JPEG and GIF 
in PNG. Similarly, the following image 
formats have same result: JPEG in BMP, JPEG 
in JPEG and JPEG in PNG. 
two formats (JPEG in BMP and GIF in JPEG) 
were picked to avoid record
results. The total number of 
stego-images were analysed
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image that is used to 
create Figure 5, which is a stego-image with 
a text file embedded inside it. Just like the 

able changesare not 
with our Human Visual System (HVS) but only 

tistical analysis as inTable 3. The 
used to embed the 

ormat was designed to replace the older 
format. PNG supports for indexed colours, 

rs). An image in a lossless PNG file can be 5%-25% more 
(Umamaheswari et al 2010). PNG does not 
to work well in online viewing applications 

which is a cover image that 
image. This change cannot be notice with the normal human eye 

same results: GIF in BMP, GIF in JPEG and GIF 
the following image 

formats have same result: JPEG in BMP, JPEG 
in JPEG and JPEG in PNG. For this reason, 
two formats (JPEG in BMP and GIF in JPEG) 
were picked to avoid records of duplicate 

e total number of forty-one (41) 
mages were analysed. 



 
 
 
Table 3.0 Statistical representation of the original image 

Original cover image 
Result for non-overlapping group 

Stego-
image 
format 

% In Red Approximate 
length(in 
bytes) from 
red 

% In 
Green 

Approximate 
length(in 
bytes) from 
green 

% In 
Blue 

Approximate 
length(in 
bytes) from 
blue 

Bmp  4.10185 775.94235 4.76392 901.18436 4.54184 859.17401 

Jpeg  4.10185 775.94235 4.76392 901.18436 4.54184 859.17401 

Png 4.10185 775.94235 4.76392 901.18436 4.54184 859.17401 

Result for overlapping group 

Bmp 3.81204 721.11836 4.67983 885.27729 4.22057 798.39992 

Jpeg 3.81204 721.11836 4.67983 885.27729 4.22057 798.39992 

png 3.81204 721.11836 4.67983 885.27729 4.22057 798.39992 

 
CONCLUSION 
From the research findings, there is growing 
interest in Steganography due to the fact 
that communication over the internet has out 
grown the way it used to be in the last 
century. The fact that Steganography fully 
supports hiding information under different 
mediums (e.g. images) makes this an area of 
keen interest. Communication can easily be 
done between individuals without any 

eyebrow raised by who is not involved. In this 
research, different stego-images were 
created in different formats using two 
algorithms, BattleSteg and FilterFirst. These 
were then statistically Steganalysed using RS 
analysis and sample pairs. The results 
obtained indicated the strength of 
steganalysis in detecting embedded 
information across networks. 
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